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Introduction  
The subject of this thesis is the surface damage due to rolling contact fatigue. Surfaces that are 

repeatedly loaded by rolling and sliding motion may be exposed to contact fatigue. Typical 

mechanical applications where such contact arises are: gears; cams; bearings; rail/wheel 

contacts. These components are in general exposed to high contact stresses. Despite the 

different purposes, they will according to Tallian [1] sooner or later suffer to contact fatigue 

damage if other failure modes are avoided. Even if the contact stresses may be of the same 

magnitude for different applications the resulting fatigue damage may vary. This is due to the 

fact that the contact conditions differ between the applications.  

 

The objective with the work was to verify the asperity point load mechanism for surface 

initiated rolling contact fatigue damage. The main focus has been on surface fatigue damage 

in spur gears. However, similar surface damage has been found in the other applications as 

well. The hypothesis was that local surface contacts can be of importance for surface initiated 

contact damage. The hypothesis can be visualized as local contact between asperities. When 

two surfaces are brought into contact the real contact area will be smaller than the apparent, 

this due too the fact that the contact surface is not perfectly smooth. Thus, the asperities will 

support the contact; see for instance Johnson [2]. The local asperity contacts will introduce 

stress concentrations, which will change the nominal stress field. A single asperity contact can 

be viewed as a Boussinesq point contact [2]. For non-conformal mechanical contacts that are 

susceptible for rolling contact fatigue the nominal stress fields are of Hertzian type. 

 

The failure process 
Fig. 1 shows a helical spur gear and a cam that have suffered from rolling contact fatigue. The 

gear damage in Fig. 1(a) and the cam damage in Fig. 1(b) are both denoted spalls, following 

the nomenclature used by Tallian [1], and the fatigue process is named spalling. The 

nomenclature is far from unified and different authors use different names for same type of 

damage. Other common names that are used for the surface fatigue damage are pitting and 

flaking. The larger damage in Fig. 1(a) are in the final stage of the surface fatigue process of 

gears. 
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The fatigue process starts at the asperity level by first flattening the asperities [1]. At some 

stage, micro-cracks are initiated at the contact surface. Some of the micro-cracks propagate 

only a short distance and if the small undermined material volume exfoliates micro-spalls are 

generated. If the stress-state is sufficiently severe the micro-cracks continue to propagate 

further downward. They usually turn at the depth corresponding to the maximum Hertzian 

shear stress to a surface parallel path. At some critical length the crack branches upward to the 

surface. The crack has now undermined the material. When the crack reaches the surface, a 

piece of material detaches from the surface, creating the spall. Since the damage evolution is a 

statistical process it is more likely that a macro-damage occur at the location where the micro-

damage is most severe. Thus, not all micro-damage continues to grow. However, once a small 

damage is created, the surrounding material will be subjected to higher stresses and the failure 

process can continue to expand the damage. 

 

In short the failure process can be listed as [1]: 

1. A brief phase where changes appear at the highly stressed region. Some examples of 

changes at the macro-level are: residual stresses; hardness; plastic deformation. 

2. Stable phase, here changes takes place at the micro-level. During this phase the 

surface micro-cracks are generated. This stage of micro-damage is also named 

“surface distress” [1]. 

3. Crack growth: the requirements for the development of surface spalls are fulfilled and 

some of the micro-cracks continue to propagate. 

 

In general, a gear contact may fail due to many reasons. Fig. 2(a) classifies some damage 

types that may develop in gears. The classification is extracted from the standard, ISO10825 – 

Wear and damage of gear teeth, [3]. Both the gear and the cam damage seen in Fig. 1 falls 

under the category “surface fatigue”. The category may also be denoted as “Hertzian contact 

fatigue” [1], due to the Hertzian stresses which is often connected to the surface damage. Fig. 

2(b), shows a tooth with a severe breakage. Here the final damage may not only be the result 

of surface fatigue, it is likely that “Tooth Breakage” in Fig. 2(a) is involved as well. A 

possible failure cause could be that surface initiated damage has interacted with damage due 

to tooth shear or tooth bending. 
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Damage type 
Rolling contact fatigue damage can be divided into two categories: surface initiated and sub-

surface initiated. At the outset it can be difficult to identify the underlying mechanism 

responsible for the damage in Figs 1. It is often necessary to study the crack morphology of 

the damaged surface. Has the damage initiated below the contact surface or at the contact 

surface? Both appear as millimetre sized craters in the contact surfaces. 

Sub-surface initiated fatigue damage 

The initiation of sub-surface fatigue usually take place at the depth where the principal shear 

stress has it’s maximum [1]. For a two-dimensional Hertzian contact this maximum occur at a 

depth of 0.78a, where a is the contact half width of the Hertzian contact. Some other 

parameters that can affect the depth where sub-surface damage initiate are for example 

residual stresses and hardness profile. Also, if material contains inclusions, the sub-surface 

damage may initiate in the region close to an inclusion. An example of sub-surface initiated 

damage is displayed in Fig. 1(b). Here, the application is a cam-shaft. The sub-surface 

initiated damage are generally more irregular in shape than the surface initiated ones. The 

sub-surface damage have also steep exit walls, often inclined more than 45° to the contact 

surface, on all sides [1].  

Fig. 1. (a) Pinion with surface initiated rolling contact fatigue damage. (b) Sub-

surface spall on a cam. 

(a) (b) 
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Surface initiated damage 

The damage type exemplified in Fig. 1(a) is magnified in Figs 3. The large spall has the 

characteristic sea-shell shaped form, which is described in the pioneering work by Way in 

1935 [4]. This spall has initiated somewhat below, or before, the roll-circle of the pinion 

(driving wheel). The location of the roll-circle is identified as the transverse line running over 

the complete tooth surface in Fig. 3(a). The contact has travelled from bottom to top. The 

spalls in Figs 1(a) and 3 have all propagated in the forward rolling direction. The forward 

growth direction of these cracks was verified by Olsson [5]. He identified the growth direction 

of micro-cracks at the spall bottom, so called “wing cracks”, see Fig. 3(b). In Fig. 3(a), two 

smaller surface spalls are also visible, the larger of them is magnified in Fig. 3(c). These have 

also initiated just below the roll-circle but have not propagated to the same extent as the 

macro-spall. The initiation site for the large macro-spall is magnified in Fig. 3(d) where it is 

visible that the spall apex is slightly convex. The curved entry shape may be explained by the 

tensile radial stress that circumvent an asperity point contact, see paper B. One may also 

notice that the contact surface contains a number of micro-spalls, here visible as small black 

dots in Figs 3(a), (c) and 3(d). These micro-spalls together with the small micro-cracks are 

often referred to as surface distress [1]. The cracks initiated at the contact surface and 

propagated a short distance. They have halted or alternatively the propagation rate has been 

small.  

 

Fig. 2. (a) Damage chart extracted from gear failure standard [3]. (b) Severe tooth 

failure on pinion.  
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Some additional features of rolling contact fatigue surface damage can be identified from 

cross-sectional images of a gear tooth. Fig. 4 presents a series of cross-sectional images of a 

driving tooth surface. The root is to the right of the image series and rolling was from right to 

left. Thus, the right side in the figure represent micro-cracks below the roll-circle. The micro-

cracks are approximately 20-30 µm long. The roll-circle is in the figure denoted R-C. Micro-

cracks just below the roll-circle are inclined approximately 18-28° to the contact surface [5], 

see the right enlargement in Fig. 4. Further down, i.e. closer to the root of the tooth they are 

usually somewhat steeper inclined, around 41-50° [5]. Above the roll-circle the micro-cracks 

are not that frequently found, consequently micro-spalls are rare. If micro-cracks are found 

above the roll-circle they are usually directed against the rolling direction, see the left 

enlargement in Fig. 4  

 

Fig. 3. Pinion surface damage. (a) Charateristic ”sea-shell” shaped surface spall. (b) 

“Wing-cracks” at the spall bottom. Rolling was from right to left. (c) Small damage 

with surrounding mico-spalls. (c) Magnification of the initiation cite in Fig. 3(a), here 

small mirco-spalls are also visible. 

(a) 

(c) (d) 

(b) 
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The importance of surface initiated rolling contact fatigue compared to the sub-surface 

initiated has during the last decades been appreciated. This was stated already in the 1971 by 

Tallian [6], “improvements in steel making technology have made the frequency of incidence 

of surface and sub-surface initiated spalling comparable”. Thus, with higher steel qualities the 

amount of inclusions decrease and following the risk for sub-surface initiated damage 

decrease.  

Contact parameters 
The most important contact parameter is the contact load. However, low or medium contact 

load does not guarantee long life. There can be combinations of different contact parameters 

that change the overall expected fatigue limit. Some important contact parameters are: 

• contact load: normal, tangential, or both; 

• contact type: static, rolling, or alternating;  

• contact geometry: circular, elliptical, or two-dimensional contact area; 

• material characteristics: Young’s modulus, yield stress, material impurities; 

• residual stresses and hardening; 

• relative motion between contacting members; 

• lubrication including contaminant; 

• surface roughness. 

 

The gear contact contains all these parameters. The contact is often treated as a plane two-

dimensional contact. When two gears operate together, the pinion (driving wheel) will be 

exposed to negative slip at the root and positive slip at the top, see Fig. 5(a). The transition 

takes place at the roll-circle where the theoretical slip is zero. The pressure distribution at the 

roll-circle can often be approximated with the Hertzian pressure distribution that is presented 

in Fig. 5(b) for the situation of no slip. In the slip region an additional tangential traction arise. 

This will be oppositely directed to the contact pressure movement at negative slip and 

reversed for positive slip. This explains the reversed inclination angle of the micro-crack in 

Fig. 4. Micro-cracks at tooth surface from a pinion gear. Rolling from right to left. 
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the left enlargement in Fig. 4. The slip is a consequence of the geometry of the interacting 

gear wheels. Negative slip has a tendency to initiate more surface damage than positive [5]. 

The explanation to this is that traction at negative slip creates tensile stresses in front of the 

contact. 

  

The magnitude of the traction is according to Coulomb’s law of friction proportional to the 

coefficient of friction, µ. For gears typical numbers are µ=0.07-0.15 [7]. The lubrication is 

provided to decrease friction. However, for gears the contact conditions are not as favourable 

as in bearings. A measure of the lubrication status is the Lambda ratio, i.e. the ratio between 

the film thickness and the composite average surface roughness. For gears mixed-mode 

lubrication appears [8]. This means that the oil film is too thin to completely separate the 

contacting surfaces. This leads to local contact between the two contacting bodies at the 

asperity level, i.e. metal contact.  

 

Paper B includes surface topography measurements on a typical gear tooth. A virgin surface 

profile was captured in the rolling direction of the tooth. This profile is used for both contact 

surfaces in Fig. 6 to visualise asperity point contact.  

Rolling
direction

Fig. 5. (a) Slip at pinion tooth. The contact moves from root to top. (b) 

Pressure distribution for 2D Hertzian contact. 

(a) (b) 
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Asperity point load mechanism  
When two surfaces roll against each other the nominal contact is often regarded as two-

dimensional and Hertzian. This type of contact does not introduce any tensile surface stress as 

long as the tangential traction is zero, see Fig. 7(a). Below the contact all stress components 

are compressive and outside the surface is stress free. This is true for all normally directed 

line loads. When a surface irregularity (asperity) enters the contact a pressure peak arise. The 

theory of contact gives the Boussinesq solution, a point load on an elastic half space, which 

gives tensile surface stresses in the radial direction, see Fig. 7(b). When the irregularity is 

over-rolled by the cylindrical contact, the compressive stresses will cancel out the tensile 

stresses due to the point contact, see Fig. 7(c). However, when the asperity is at the rim of the 

cylindrical contact it will be partially loaded. Thus, in the forward direction the radial tensile 

stress remains, see left part of Fig. 7(c). The hypothesis is first proposed qualitatively by 

Olsson [5]. The mechanism is further described by Alfredsson and Olsson [9, 10]; Alfredsson 

et al. [11]. 
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Fig. 6. Representation of two surfaces in contact, the profile shape was measured 

along the rolling direction on a gear tooth. The different scales should be noted. 
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Potential fatigue cracks due to the plane contact in Fig. 7(a) are described in Paper A and [12]. 

For mechanical applications, which can roll and slide over each other, the pressure 

distribution will travel over the contact surface. To minimize the number of contact 

parameters, the rolling motion was omitted in paper A, and a stationary cylindrical contact 

was studied. The objective was to decide whether a cylindrical contact is able to initiate 

surface contact fatigue cracks. For plane Hertzian contacts as in Fig. 7(a), the surface stress is 

zero outside the contact. Thus, it is unlikely that a plane contact would give rise to surface 

initiated cracks. In Paper A, four different crack types were found for a stationary cylindrical 

contact. They had all initiated at different locations. At moderate load levels sub-surface 

cracks were the only detected cracks. However, at contact loads much higher than those in 

Compression Stress free 

Tension 

Entry: Compression and tension Inside: Compression  

Fig. 7. Representation of failure mechanism. (a) A 2D contact does not give rise to 

tensile stresses outside the contact. (b) A point contact gives rise to tensile stresses in 

the radial direction. (c) Combined load case. At entry, tensile stresses exist in the 

forward direction.  

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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ordinary rolling contacts, cracks appeared at the contact surface as well. Regardless the 

contact load, sub-surface cracks always initiated before surface cracks. 

 

The point contact in Fig. 7(b) was studied by Alfredsson and Olsson [9, 10]. They too used 

the repeatedly loaded stationary contact approach; here a spherical indenter was used to create 

the point load. The resulting contact fatigue cracks were documented and categorise after 

contact load and number of cycles to initiation. The major difference between the point 

contact and the plane contact was that the former introduced radial tensile surface stresses, see 

Fig. 7(b). In contrast to the plane contact, cracks initiated first at the contact surface just 

outside the contact rim. This compares well with the tensile surface stress at the surface. For 

point contacts the sub-surface cracks are found as well, but they are all detected later than the 

surface crack. When the individual influence of a two-dimensional cylindrical contact (Paper 

A) and the three-dimensional point contact [9,10,13] had been analysed, the combined 

situation was investigated, see Paper B and Paper C.  

 

The combined contact situation was studied by the Finite Element Method (FEM). Two 

cylindrical rollers in contact created the nominal two-dimensional contact pressure. At one of 

the rollers a single axisymmetric asperity was modelled. Paper B describes the stress state at 

pure rolling. Some different asperity configurations were modelled, i.e. asperity width and 

height varies. In the work for Paper C a small amount of slip was applied into the rolling 

sequence of the rollers. The slip introduced a surface traction that greatly affected the stress 

state in front of the asperity when it was over-rolled. Two configurations of friction were 

modelled: friction applied to the complete contact and friction only at the asperity. The latter 

one was used to capture the behaviour of a lubricated contact with partial asperity contact. 

However, the lubrication film was modelled in the FE simulations. 

 

Paper D concerns the evolution of surface traction at transient rolling start. It was shown in 

Paper C that the amount of traction greatly influenced the stress-state. Thus, it was important 

to know that steady-state rolling existed when the stresses were investigated.  
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Future work 
The present work emphasizes the point load from local asperity contact as an important 

mechanism behind the initiation of the surface started rolling contact fatigue damage. Future 

work should be addressed to the propagation of cracks due to the asperity contact, from 

micro-cracks to final breakage of spalls. Such simulations would enable attempts to estimate 

the fatigue life against surface fatigue for heavily rolling contacts. Challenges will of course 

exists in the future work. For instance, the resolution at the crack tip in combination with the 

macro-scale rolling contact is one. Another one is the issue of fatigue crack propagation of 

small and short cracks in the present hardened steel.  
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Summary of appended papers 
 

Paper A: Standing contact fatigue with a cylindrical indenter 
 

A cylindrical steel roller was repeatedly pressed against a flat steel specimen to create a two-

dimensional contact pressure. The indenter and the specimen were both hardened and equally 

long. To detect sub-surface as well as surface cracks the surface strain perpendicular to the 

cylinder length was measured outside the contact. Four different types of contact fatigue 

cracks were detected. Two of them were found in the sub-surface region and were named 

lateral and median cracks. The lateral crack appeared before the median crack. At a somewhat 

later stage in the fatigue history, surface cracks were detected. They were named contact end 

crack and edge crack. The measured surface strain was used to determine when the lateral 

crack and the edge crack developed. The development of median crack and the contact end 

crack were not that easy to detect in the measured strain. The order in which all four crack 

types typically developed was established from optical crack observation at test termination, 

strain measurements and stress computations. Numerical computations using the finite 

element (FE) analyses were used to verify the surface strain behavior. The fatigue risk at the 

different crack initiation sites was evaluated by aid of the Findley multi-axial fatigue criterion. 

It was concluded that for a two-dimensional cylindrical contact, sub-surface contact fatigue 

developed both substantially earlier and at a much lower load level than the surface initiated 

contact fatigue does. All four cracks were the result of a tensile stress maximum in 

combination with a substantial stress range. 

 

Paper B: Influence of a single axisymmetric asperity on surface stresses during dry rolling 

contact 
 

Firstly, a single axisymmetric asperity was included into the FE-model used in Paper A. The 

asperity was located at the contact rim. Secondly, the contact of two freely rolling cylinders 

was modeled with FEM. Here the axisymmetric asperity was located at one of cylinders. It 

was investigated if the single axisymmetric asperity could be a potential mechanism for 

surface initiated rolling contact fatigue. By varying asperity height, width, position and 

contact load dangerous asperity configurations were sought for. Due to the presence of the 

axisymmetric asperity, a three dimensional contact model was required. The important overall 

conclusion was that a single asperity may serve as a surface stress raiser when positioned at 

the contact rim. When the complete stress cycle was considered for the positions in front of 

the asperity with the increased surface stresses, these were comparable to those that are 

reported in the literature to give cracks. 
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Paper C: Surface stresses at an axisymmetric asperity in a rolling contact with traction 
 

Here surface traction was introduced into the rolling cylindrical contact with an axisymmetric 

asperity. The traction substantially increased the surface stresses. Some different 

configurations of asperity size and coefficient of friction between the rolling cylinders were 

studied. In particular the coefficient of friction was non-zero on the asperity while it was set to 

zero for the rest of the cylindrical contact. The non-linear Chaboche material model was used 

to capture the behavior of cyclic plasticity at the asperity level. The material model 

parameters were determined from uniaxial cyclic elastic-plastic experiments. Evaluation of 

elastic-plastic asperity indentation suggested that the asperity deformation was approximately 

as severe as the repeated macro-scale experiments with fatigue cracks. It was concluded that 

the stresses in front of the asperity that entered the tractive rolling cylindrical contact should 

be sufficient to initiate rolling contact fatigue cracks in applications. The tensile stress 

maximum depended strongly on the presence of the asperity, the coefficient of friction on the 

asperity and on the amount of negative slip up to the sliding limit. The exact values of other 

asperity properties, such as asperity hight, width and cylindrical contact pressure, seemed less 

important once they had reached sufficient levels. 

 

Paper D: Transient rolling of cylindrical contacts with constant and linearly increasing 

applied slip 
 

The transient start problem of a rolling cylindrical contact has been studied. The transient 

conditions were controlled by the applied relative slip. Two cases with start of rolling from 

rest were investigated, with constant and with linearly increasing applied slip. The transient 

period could end in gross sliding or steady-state creep with stick-slip regions in the contact. 

Approximate expressions were presented for the rolled distance as function of the applied 

slip. The expressions were derived by assuming that the Carter steady-state traction 

distribution was applicable at each instant during the transient stage. The expressions and the 

transient traction distributions were verified by simulating the contact problem numerically 

using the FEM. For constant applied slip the simulations showed that when rolling started 

from a tangentially unloaded and unstrained position, the steady-state traction distribution by 

Carter was a good approximation of the actual transient traction distribution. The influence of 

some contact parameters were investigated. For the relatively stiff structure of two elastic 

steel cylinders, situations were found with long transient distances. 
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